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A note from your Centre Manager
Introducing Marlo!
Marlo is our new ECT, working Monday-Wednesday and job sharing with
Renee. We welcome you, your knowledge, your kind and nurturing nature
and your many skills to our Little Ducks community and hope that your journey with us is long and rewarding. You can read more about Marlo on our
Kindergarten page.
Let me start by saying what a journey the first part of the year has been, with the most notable being the new, fresh painting of our entire service! It is so nice to walk in every morning
and see the change that this has made to not only the appearance of our centre, but the children in the service. Removing the bright feature walls has been an excellent decision as it really highlights the most important things in the service, the children’s learning. Thank you for
bearing with us during this time, as we have had to cancel some outside hours events due to
the work being completed, but I assure you that these will be rescheduled again soon.
Our journey through the unpacking and reflection of Quality Area 1 has seen us begin to focus on children’s goals and parent aspirations. At times, it can seem daunting to think about
goals for children that are so little, but these are just the developmental milestones that we
are assisting children to become successful with. Whether it is pronunciation of letters, toilet
training or learning to roll from back to tummy, these are the small steps in a
child’s learning journey that we can assist you with. Documenting children’s
learning journey is an important part of our work with children and allows us
to capture the children voices and ideas to assist with planning experiences
across the 5 learning outcomes. It is important that we set small step goals
for children that are realistic, relevant and achievable as this helps to boost
their self esteem when they are achieved and allows us to refocus on what’s
coming next. When we share the children’s learning and documentation
through the Storypark platform, we love to see your comments, suggestions
and ideas. Please don’t be shy in celebrating and delighting in your child
Cassie Maher
with us!
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Upcoming Events!
March

April

1st

Friday
- Clean Up Australia Day
‘Little Ducks Clean Up Day’– each taking part in keeping our environment
clean and beautiful.

18th

Thursday
– Easter Egg Hunt
Celebrating the tradition of the Easter
Egg hunt celebrated in many countries
around the world. Come along at
3:30pm to participate in the Little Ducks
egg hunt.
Friday 19th – Good Friday
PUBLIC HOLIDAY
Monday 22nd – Easter Monday
PUBLIC HOLIDAY

Friday 29th – Earth Hour
Little Ducks will go “electricity free between 10am and 11am” to teach children about being energy conscious.
Thursday 25th - ANZAC Day
PUBLIC HOLIDAY
Leading up to this day, we will pay our
respect to the diggers.

Community event!

Friday, 8 March 2019 | 10 – 11am VICTORIA POINT LIBRARY
Sandra Delaney - Author TalkSign Up
Join Sandra Delaney as we celebrate International
Women's Day and the Year of Indigenous
Languages. Sandra will share what language means
to her as an Aboriginal woman of the
Quandamooka area.
Sandra is the author of several Quandamooka books
and has published two books using the local dialect
Jandai.
All ages. Free event. Bookings essential.

Policy Reviews
We value your input and feedback! The policies/procedures in review during
March and April are:
- EXCLUSION POLICY
- GRIEVANCE PROCEDURE - EDUCATORS AND STAFF
- GRIEVANCE POLICY – FAMILIES
- GRIEVANCE POLICY & PROCEDURE: CHILDREN
- IMMUNISATION POLICY - FAMILIES
- IMMUNISATION POLICY – PREGNANCY
- IMMUNISATION POLICY - EDUCATORS AND STAFF
- LATE COLLECTION OF CHILDREN POLICY
- MAINTENANCE POLICY
- ANIMAL AND PETS POLICY
- SANDPIT PROCEDURE
- SAFE SLEEPING POLICY
- SUN PROTECTION AND CLOTHING POLICY
- TOILET TRAINING POLICY AND PROCEDURE
- EXCURSION POLICY
Ways that you can provide feedback are:





In the feedback folder, near the sign in and out books
In person, or over the phone
As a reply to a Friday email
On Storypark

Educator Spotlight ...
The spotlight is on Zarif!
Zarif is one of our amazing casual educators who began at Little Ducks
Birkdale back in March of 2008! This means that Zarif is
the longest standing member of the Birkdale team and we
are so glad that she has chosen us to be her work family.
Zarif is a mum, and grandma and has an undeniable passion about early childhood education and care. Zarif started her journey with us working in a room as an assistant,
then later moving to a more casual role so she could spend
more time with her family. We love Zarif’s caring and nurturing side and from babies to big school, the children love her!

Family requested information….. Toilet Training!
For parents embarking on toilet training as a new stage of development for
their child, there can be a mixture of reward and frustration. The process can
be short and sweet or a long ongoing battle between the parent and child.
There are no hard fixed rules for parents beginning toilet training, however
there can be some consistent decisions made in how the parent approaches
this new developmental task of their young child. The following information
including cues and strategies are just a guide to help parents in successfully
assisting their child to become independent in toileting. It needs to be remembered that each child is different and develops an understanding of their own
bodies, instructions and skills at different rates. Toilet training can be an emotional time for parents. Parents often have feelings of guilt and shame (why
can’t my child be trained like all the other children), often experience power
struggles, total frustration or anger with the open defiance of their child. It can
be comforting to know that children will still become toilet trained in due time
or rather in their own time. Exception to this may occur if the child has a developmental delay or some physical reason that prohibits the child from becoming continent.
Factors about Toilet Training
If a parent becomes anxious about training, the child will pick up on the
anxiety and may refuse to be trained.
A child may copy older brother and sisters but the parent cannot force the
pace.
Learning to have control over your bladder and bowel is a complex task for
a child. There are so many components to the exercise such as knowing the
cues the body is giving, the physical task of removing clothes, wiping the bottom and washing hands. This is a lot to remember especially when all the
child wants to do is be outside and playing.
About 10% of 5 year olds still wet the bed at night.
Bed wetting programs usually aren’t recommended until the child is at least
7 years.
A child may be toilet trained and then appear to regress at about the age of
three. This may just mean that the child’s concentration is longer and more
focussed on what he /she is
playing with and not be
aware of the cues that they
need to go to the toilet.
New experiences such as
a new baby, change of routine, visitors or changing into
a new group at day care can
cause a set back on the toilet
training.

Toilet Training! (Continued)
Suggested Strategies;
Try not to over emphasise the whole process. This can result into power
struggles between the parent and child.
Check to see whether the child shows fear or concern when the toilet is
flushed. Help the child to see that they can’t fall in (use a small toilet seat over
the adult toilet seat).
Create opportunities for the child to be without nappies from time to time,
e.g. run out in the back yard. Disposable nappies are extremely efficient in absorbing fluids away from the skin. The child may not feel uncomfortable in a
wet or dirty nappy.
Let the child know that you have confidence in him and know that one day
he will manage the toilet/potty successfully.
Set the stage for progressing to using the potty/toilet while the child is still in
nappies and required to lie still to be changed by allowing the child to be involved in the nappy changing process such as getting the nappies and handing you the supplies needed. This creates opportunities for the child to develop autonomy and it tells the child that you believe that child is competent in
doing tasks.
Avoid rewards and praise such as stamps or stickers or special treats. Encouraging statements and hugs are more beneficial in the long run.
Keep lots of spare underpants and clothes to easily defuse the situation if
and when an accident occurs.
If a child is resisting being toilet trained, look for natural or environmental
factors that may be affecting the situation. Stress in a child’s life can affect a
child’s independence in toileting.
It is important not to punish the child for any accidents that occur.
Think about when you are saying “good boy or good girl” when they make it
to the toilet. The child may perceive that if they have an accident then they are
a “bad girl or bad boy”.
Seek out information from the childcare service your child attends in regards to the policy of toileting. Knowing what staff do may assist in gaining a
consistency in approach both at home and in care.

References: Porter Louise “ Children are
people too” A Parent’s guide to young
children’s Behaviour.
Small Poppies SA. 2001 Nelsen Jane “
Positive Discipline – the first three years”
Prima Publishing Erwin Cheryl 1998
Duffy Roslyn Sanders M “ Every parent”
A positive approach to children’s Behaviour. Addison- Wesley 1992

A healthy Easter treat to make with the family!

Coconut Cookie Easter Chicks! (Makes 12-14)








1 cup shredded, unsweetened coconut (see below for a lower-calorie version)
1 tbsp whatever flour you wish (such as ww pastry or even coconut flour)
1/2 cup plus 2 tbsp lite canned coconut milk (or regular canned)
3 tbsp agave or pure maple syrup
1 packet stevia (or 1 more tbsp agave, and cut back on liquid)
1/4 tsp pure vanilla extract
tiny bit over 1/16 tsp salt

Combine all ingredients in a tall dish and microwave 3 minutes. (Or cook on
the stovetop until it’s firm enough to scoop out in ball shapes.) Scoop into
balls on a cookie tray (I used a melon baller, but a spoon or ice-cream scoop
will work.) Cook at 180 C for 14-16 minutes. ( Let cool before removing from
tray. Makes around 12-14 cookies.
For chicks: Once cooled, get creative with whatever ingredients you have on
hand. I used pecans, almonds, cacao nibs, and goji berries. No one says you
have to make chicks… you can make bunnies! Or owls! This cookie decorating project was so simple (and fun!) that I definitely want to make more cookie
animals. What about monkey cookies with pretzel tails? Or blending in spinach and making Easter cookie frogs? The possibilities are endless!
I hope you enjoy. Make sure you share you photos if you make them at home,
and if you make them for kindy, just remember they need to be nut free!

Junior Nursery Achievements!
What a fabulous start we have had to our year, as each week we are privileged to welcome
more to our merry Nursery crew. This is my favourite part of the year as each week we embrace new friendships with not only our wonderful babies, but their family as well. How wonderful to begin this partnership that will grow into a circle of security for your little one, as the
children begin the wondrous miracle of trusting and feeling safe in Nursery. They are learning so much and so quickly, as we create a fun and secure place to learn and develop all
their skills.
The year began by celebrating Australia Day by the children painting a very large piece of
cardboard red, and placing some sand and leaves on it to represent our wide brown land.
We placed images of Australian animals and its people all around the children’s painting. We also placed
flags from all over the world on our wall to represent multi-culturalism in our great land, celebrating all of its
people.
To celebrate Chinese New Year, the children painted a dragon, and we placed
it on the wall. This is the year of the pig, so we placed many representations of
the Year of the Pig.
On Waitangi day, the New Zealand national day, the children had their faces
painted to represent Ta moko (the tattoos worn by the Maoris) and we also
made some magic geysers in the sandpit with our special recipe of bi-carb,
colour, and vinegar, which made a frothy mixture that the children were enthralled with, especially Charlotte, as she watched me do it again and again.
“Love Your Pet” day was lots of fun as I had brought in some toy animal pets,
and a toy puppy that woofs, and jumps, which Sophia loved, and was intrigued with. I had also placed some
animal images on the wall, which the children and I could talk about, especially the sounds the animals
make.
Nursery went over to the big yard to have a look at those cute little ducks that were swimming in the water,
and appeared to enjoy this experience with the ducks being close enough to touch. The ducks have been in
Kindergarten, so that all the children in the centre were able to watch them hatch, and grow.
Our “Move and Groove” focus has been encouraging the children to catch balls, which they have been doing
a great job of, as I have rolled the large balls to them, and they have rolled them back to me. We will continue with our Move and Groove, and as the theme for March is running, we will encourage our children on to
their feet, standing, and walking.
Our sustainability focus is on growing plants this month, and the children and I have been watering the
plants, and have planted some nasturtiums in a small pot, which they have
watched sprout and grow. We will be continuing this into March and April and
will also continue composting, and recycling.
In March and April, we will focus on encouraging confidence in the children
for standing, and walking as well as making the obstacle course, and climbing more challenging for the children. There will be lots more ball play, throwing the balls into containers to encourage gross motor skills, and spatial
awareness. We will also be working with our fine motor skills, with sensory,
painting, button toys and musical instruments. We will also be doing some
more science experiences, water and ice play for sensory, and cognitive
skills.
The year started with Sophia and Tobias, being an integral part of Junior Nursery, Sophia now able to crawl
everywhere, pull herself up on cupboards, and clap hands, and Tobias taking a few steps.
Our next new friend to come along was Noah, who is very cleverly moving from one piece of furniture to
another, hardly holding on.
Charlotte came next, and she is very cuddly and loves to play games such as peek-a-boo and Who’s under
the blanket which we often play.
Darcy arrived next, appearing to enjoy outside play, and playing with balls, balloons, and bubbles.
Lucy was the next to join our merry crew, and she is fitting in nicely, as she becomes more accustomed to
the Nursery children, Miss Shannon and myself.
We are pleased to welcome our newest friend, Zali, who we hope will have a
great time in Nursery, as she learns, while having lots of fun.
If there is ever anything you would like to discuss with Miss Shannon or myself,
know that we are always here for you and your child. We look forward to a
wonderful, warm partnership with you as your child grows and progresses.
Miss Debbie and Miss Shannon

Senior Nursery Success!
Senior Nursery Newsletter March 2019
What a first few months we have had in the Senior Nursery room so far.
Throughout this period, we have made some new friends and re kindled
old friendships from last year. We have also built new relationships with
Miss Taryn as she moves down from the Toddler room last year to be our
Lead educator and have the opportunity to continue building our relationship with Miss Kayla as she moves up with us from the Nursery room last
year.
So far this year we had the opportunity to explore a variety of different areas through play and intentional teaching experiences. One of the big areas
we have been focusing on is strengthening our physical development
through our move and groove modules. At the moment we have been
looking at catching and running. During our catching module we have
practised catching different sized balls, balloons, water balloons, soft
blocks, foam disks, bean bags and soft toys. This has allowed us to
further develop our catching skills and getting more familiar with
catching different sized and shaped objects. We have also looked at
different running experiences such as running races, running through
cones and setting up different obstacles that allow the children to run through them to gain
more confidence whilst also developing their agility and dodging abilities.
We have also been looking into our gardening topic with Miss Taryn
as she moved over a veggie patch that she started with the Toddler
children at the end of last year. Throughout this we have looked at
what plants need to survive and how we can help them grow. We
help Miss Taryn water the plants every 1-2 days with our watering
cans and have watched as the seeds have sprouted and begun to
grow. We also got the plant some seeds of our own and take care of
them. This allowed us to learn about respecting our environment and
what we need to do to help look after it.
We also have had fun learning through different sensory experiences such as playdough,
slime, paint and different kinds of texture walks. Through this we have worked on our fine motor skills by playing with the playdough and slime and continuing to
work on our different grips by holding different paint through different
forms of painting such as block paintings, sponge paintings, using
brushes and leaves. We have also begun to walk on different types
of textures such as bubble wrap, rocks, contact, feathers, bark, paint,
water and sand to give the children the opportunity to push through
boundaries they may have when it comes to different textures.
Through this we have watched and noted where children have their
limits when it comes to sensory experiences and through peer support have watched them
push through these boundaries with confidence.
From here we will be moving forward with helping the children to continue
to develop their physical/ gross motor development through move and
groove as well as looking at different ways that we can be sustainable
within our room. We will also be looking into getting the children more involved within our room when it comes to helping pack away the room after
activities and getting ready for rest time. We will also look at working with
each child to help them begin to work on the goals you would like them to
achieve throughout the year.
Taryn and Kayla

Toddler Triumphs!
Welcome everyone!
What a busy start of the year it has already been!! The children started off the year
getting to know their new Educators as well as their new friends. Some children already knew each other, while new friendships have started to form. Our aim this year
is to provide lots of interesting and engaging learning environments for the children
and extending on their interests in fun and exciting ways!!
The first big interest that we saw from the toddler children were the trucks and cars!!
We welcomed our new friend Henry and this area became very popular with Henry
and the other children. We extended on this interest by bringing in a large container
of sand. The children quickly worked out how to operate the different machines to lift
the sand up and move it around the container, the trucks were also taken outside to the rock garden
where, once again the children’s problem-solving skills were evident as they worked
out how to move the heavy rocks around. This interest also extended to the children
using the road spool to role play with the smaller cars and trucks inside.
The first centre event the toddler children participated in was Australia Day, the rom
took this day as more of a celebration of Australia and what it has to offer. Australian
animals were learnt about and the children loved learning about kangaroos. To extend on this learning moment the children made their own kangaroo pouches with
joeys in them and showed off their hopping skills!!! The children hopped to the
‘kangaroo’ song as well as learning ‘kangaroo kangaroo what do you see?’ with the
finger puppets.
Another centre event which the children loved to earn about was Chinese New
Year. The importance of the colours red and gold was discussed and then the children used these beautiful colours to create their very own Chinese lanterns. Chop sticks were also used to try and pick up
small items and then further used to thread with. We ended the celebrations by watching some videos
on YouTube of Chinese celebrations, fireworks and the amazing dancing
dragons!!!
The centre had an exciting addition for a couple of weeks not long ago- the
duckling hatching program!! The ducklings started off in the toddler room
before making their way through the centre and ending up in in the Kindy
room. The toddlers were so excited and enthusiastic to see these new additions and watched every day hoping to see another duckling hatch from it’s
egg. From this experience the children learnt about the natural word around
them and how to care for a living animal. They learnt about how the ducks
hatch from and egg and from this learnt all about the life cycle of a duck. The children loved seeing the
ducks come out for a paddle in the big trough and everyone wondered if they were boy or girl ducks!!??
From the ducks the children have shown an interest in their natural environment and especially bugs, a dragonfly, spider and big grasshopper
have all been spotted by the children which has led onto the next interest! Lot’s of bug talk has been happening as well as lot’s of research
and finding out facts about all different sorts of bugs. We plan to continue this interest through youtube videos, going on bug hunts and creating our own bugs, keep an eye out for what the children are up to on
Storypark!!
As we move onto the next topic for move and groove, we reflect on
what we have achieved over the last 2 months with catching. Catching
was a challenge, so we modified this to make it easier and for everyone to achieve. We did this by using
balloons blown up to start with and as this got easier and easier to catch, we moved onto big balls!! Miss
Kayla did a morning with the children teaching them all about the NRL
Allstars footy team and incorporating catching as one of the skills they
earnt about. The children did such an amazing job at following Kayla’s
directions and running through the ladder and throwing and catching the
footy, we might have some future footy players amongst us!!!
Until next time, keep and eye out on Storypark for weekly updates and to
see what the children have been learning about!!
Miss Emma, Miss Tahlia and all of the Toddler children!!!

Junior Kindy Victories!
Hello and welcome to our first edition of the newsletter for 2019! Holly
and I are so excited for the year ahead and the learning journey we will
be taking with your children. So far this year has seen us exploring a variety of topics but most importantly, getting to know you and your children
and beginning to form bonds with them through laughter and play.
We began our year by creating our own day charts which the children
could fill in about their day and inform their families themselves. This
gave them a great sense of belonging, autonomy and independence.
They were able to talk about how they felt, what they ate or if they slept
or rested.
We continued learning about the individuals and their interests through our about me surveys from families, drawing our own portraits where we looked at our traits in a mirror and began to
see ourselves as more than just individuals but also that we looked similar to our
peers with hair colour, eye colours or skin colour.
Building and strengthening the children’s self-help skills was also a big focus for the
start of the year with the children learning how to use small tongs to serve their own
fruit, applying their own sunscreen using a mirror and guidance from educators,
making their own beds, packing away their water bottles and putting their dishes into
the wash. Now we know that they don’t do all of these things at home but each and
every one of them has taken to these responsibilities like a duck to water and they
love being able to do these things for themselves. Moving forward in this area, we
hope to encourage the children to begin to pour their own milk and custard, serve
their own yoghurt and be able to put their sheets inside their bags instead of on top.
Our move and groove focus has been catching with the children developing this skills through various
activities like catching big and small balls, juggling, throwing and catching
balls in a circle and catching the balls from near and far distances. Next
month we are moving forward with running and have lots of exciting opportunities planned so stay tuned. Our sustainability module has been
gardening with the children learning about how to care for our plants. Lots
of discussions were had around the things plants needed to survive like
water, good soil, shade or sun, gentle hands and sometimes pruning.
From this the children planted their own seeds into some soil and cared
for them with water and using their gentle hands. We also extended this
knowledge by learning about composting so that we can use that lovely
soil for our plants. Moving forward our next module is energy conservation.
The Junior Kindy children also got a chance to implement their learning
around gentle hands and knowledge of animals and their environments
as we had the duckling hatching program. The children were excited to
see the ducks in their cage and watch the eggs crack open. Once the
ducks were old enough they were able to swim in water and this was the
highlight for the children, watching their little webbed feet paddling
through the water. We learnt about the lifecycle of the duck and talked
about how they felt. The children then painted their interpretations of the
ducklings and also collaged their own soft and fluffy ducks.
Another keen interest of the children’s has been cooking. We have begun implementing an experience at least once a week to encourage the
children’s skills and extend their own learning. Making playdough gave the children an opportunity to reflect and look back at the ingredients we had added along the way and what might be needed to change
the consistency of the dough. We then made our own cake and used images to follow a recipe and measure out the ingredients. This gave the children an opportunity to build on their literacy skills and engage with texts.
Moving forward we are exploring learning around our 5 senses, celebrating
the Indian ‘Holi’ festival, building kind and caring friendships, exploring colours, numbers, letters and shapes and also identifying our emotions. As
always if you have any concerns or input you would like to add to our programs, feel free to see myself or Holly. Until next time, Tara and Holly.

Kindergarten Creation!
G’day Kindy Families!
What a busy start to the year we have had! Firstly we would like to
mention a huge welcome to the lovely Miss Marlo our new teacher!
Miss Marlo has come in with lots of fresh ideas and bucket loads of
things to teach us and we are excited to see what she has in store for
us through out the year!
We would also like to welcome Kingston and Mira to our little ducks
family, it has been great getting to know them so far and we look forward to our future learning adventures together!
You may have heard a lot of talk about germs lately… We have been
discovering bodies and what they are good for… which as you know, is
a lot! Most importantly we have been learning about self hygiene
and how important it is that we kill our germs before they spread,
we are quite the thorough hand washers now!
We have been enjoying our RAW art classes that started up
again at the start of February. These art classes are held on Monday afternoon and are super beneficial to our creativity and imagination. We have learnt all about shapes so far and we have even
made some whales from clay which was a strike of luck since we
learnt about whales recently and the importance of keeping our
water ways safe and clear of rubbish. Did you know that a whale
heart is as big as a VW beetle and a human heart is about as big
as our closed fists? That is a huge difference!
We have been extending on our RAW art classes through the
week, you may see some art make their way to the walls how
ever some of us get very excited to take it home and show it off to
family so keep an eye out for those special creations coming
home.
The ducks have gone back to the farm. We enjoyed their brief visit as we learnt about the
ducks life cycle and other animals that come from eggs as well as mammals who give birth
to their live young just like humans do, the children are very intrigued by this and we often
have discussions or questions pop up around all times of the day when someone begins to
wonder about certain animals life cycles.
You may have noticed a few things going up around the room that support indigenous culture, we have been learning all about the founders of our land with a land acknowledgement
each morning and having a yarn about what we are going to do for the day or what we have
done over the weekend. We would love to begin embedding other cultures into our room
equally as much so please come have a yarn with us about some things you would like to
see happening in our day to day doings.
The Holi festival of colour is just around the corner
and we are excited to tell you all about our special
Holi show we had recently that has begun our
learning in this culture. We had a fun dance and
song session while we learnt about the history of
the Holi festival and then went outside with beautiful, natural paint powder and sprinkled it all over
each other to celebrate, we were walking, talking
rainbows! The actual Holi Day is coming up in
march so we will continue to learn about this in the
lead up.

Kindergarten Creation!
Have you noticed an increase in creepy crawlies
lately? We sure have! There has been many discoveries outside (and inside!) leading to us learning
all about creatures that have more than 4 legs!
Most noticeably has been a dragonfly, a HUGE
huntsman and a giant brown caterpillar. We
watched the caterpillar from a respectful distance
and were terrifyingly delighted when it finally
jumped away! These spontaneous encounters have
lead to a lot of research and exploration and drawing to capture the moment.
We have also been doing a lot of natural outside in extension of our interest in all things
creepy. From building insect homes, to drawing leaves and making rainbows, we are using any excuse we can to get creative in and with the outdoor environment!
There has also been a lot of chatter about our emotions and how to be a nice friend. As
we near the time to go big school, we are focusing a lot on our interactions between peers
and how we can be inclusive of everyone. This doesn’t mean that we have to always be
friends with every one but it is important to always be kind.
We are learning all kinds of strategies to help us through the
tricky part of life that is building relationships.
A-B-C 1-2-3 we have had a spike in interest in learning all
about our letters and numbers. We are learning a special
Letter Rap that helps us learn letter sounds rather than the
usual droning sounds of the Alphabet song and we have begun learning to write our names. Not everyone is at the same
stage as interest levels differ how ever, the opportunity is
there and we are always building our pre-reading and writing
skills in all different ways with stories, discussions, fine motor
play, physical movement, songs and creative arts!
A few reminders before we finish off this quarters newsletter.
Firstly, we know how tempting it is to send your children in to
Kindy with their favourite toys or costumes how ever it has
been causing some upset
between peers, loss of toys
and some conflict. We love seeing the things that your
child enjoys how ever we are finding that they are more
focused on this than much else lately if you could keep
that in mind.
It is starting to cool down so a jumper in the bag may be
in order but don’t forget to keep it sunsafe, those wonderful broad brimmed hats are still necessary
Thank you for reading, as always, come have a chat if
you have anything at all on your mind we would love to
hear it.
Until next time,
Miss Kerri, Miss Marlo, Miss Renee and Miss Rylee xo

Schoolies Scoop!
Wow where has all the time gone so far with this year, we have nearly hit March already.
Even through this year has gone in a blink of an eye, with the children’s time here at OSHC
they have all learnt, done and experience some amazing things.
Morning time here at little ducks; depending on what time the children have been arriving into
our care, they have been given the opportunity to be able to help set up some of the physical
activities for the other classes and then be able to mentor and teach the younger children how
to climb, jump, crawl and balance on and with the activities they have helped set up and design. For other activities the fort is always the favoured one for all of the schoolies, when I start
work, I will always find a majority of the schoolies playing on the fort area together and also
inviting some of the younger children into their play experiences or just their social hang out
spot with them.
Transitioning to and from school. I would love to say how pleased I am to be given such a
beautiful group of children this year, they have all listened and every day display the most
amazing road rules, they display a huge amount of respect for other people that are also sharing the path ways with us; and are always looking out for each other through out their time in
the process of transitioning from point A’ to point B’, they will help carry other children’s belongings if they notice another child is struggling and they also sometimes hold hands and
walk together in groups.
Afternoon times in OSHC, this is when the fun unfolds.
The children are all given the opportunity to come to get her as a group and reflect on experiences from their day at school or home life, whilst we are engaged in these conversations the
children will be brought together by sitting at the tables to have a healthy snack or finish any
lunch that they might of had in their lunch boxes.
Through out this time as well it slowed myself to be able to help reflect on the children’s interest or involve them with the suggestion of activities that they would like to participate in, from
these conversations and suggestions from the children; I’m able to create a very unique and
child initiated program.
Some of the activities that the children have created was piggyback running races, rolling races down the grass hill, lots of craft experiences. The children each enjoyed making some Valentine’s cards and gifts.
We have also looked at different cultures and some of their celebrations; Chinese New year.
For this celebration I had the opportunity to pass on some of the amazing things that I have
learnt from over there years, such as. A song sung in mandarin, how to write in mandarin,
what the colours red and gold mean to the Chinese culture and also as a crate experience the
children made their own Chinese lantern to take home.
We also have celebrated Waitangi day, this a New Zealand celebration. Once again the children engaged in a number of different activities that focused on the Moriori people and culture;
with learning some words, listening to and watching the haka on YouTube, looking at the kiwi
bird and expressing each others own stories about what they know about this amazing culture
and place.
To finish up our newsletter for this month I would love to take this time to welcome all of our
new families and it is with great pleasure to be honoured to be given the
opportunity to look after all of your children. Miss Denise

Move and Groove!
“Hands out, look at the ball, and get ready to catch!”
Catching skills is what we were have been focusing on,
so allowing the children to use their hand eye co ordination to keep their eye on the ball and catch with both
hands, with the younger children we used Balloons to
start with and then moved onto a larger ball which all
the children got the idea of hands out and catch the
ball. The older children didn’t have much of a problem
being able to catch a ball once I threw it to them directly, but when I got the children to bounce and then
catch, this challenged a lot of the children so it was so
great to work on this and getting children to be able to
do this and see their smile on their face when they
caught the ball. Ask your children at home to show
them their skills, I am so proud of them!
Next module that will be working on is Running, who
doesn’t love running, cant wait to have running races,
racing games like chasey or red rover and I have even incorporated a little game of
austag modified once we have all children knowing how to run confidently with little
drills, running zig zag around cones and running small distances to get their running
skill on point.

Sustainability Corner!
Gardening!
Over the last couple of months leading up to
now, the educators and children have been
working together to help make some amazing
gardens beds around our newly furbished center and yard.
Nursery and senior nursery have taken the time
to pot up some smaller plants and to also plant
some seeds to decorate their room as well as
outside space.
In the big yard the children in toddlers also
planted some seeds in their wooded planter box
outside their veranda.
Junior Kindy have lovely decorated their room
with some seeds that they have planted as well
in some pots, some of the seeds used were also donated by one of their families.
In the outside environment the children have
worked with myself Denise, to plant some
seeds in our planter boxes. We have planted
some; tomato’s, beans, marigolds, melon and
a number of different herbs.

